
Cat Scratch Quilt Bonus Instructions  
Tabby Road Déjà Vu by Tula Pink 

For a full list of required fabrics, visit: 
https://issuu.com/freespiritfabrics/docs/tp-tabbyroaddejavu_consumercombined 

https://issuu.com/freespiritfabrics/docs/tp-tabbyroaddejavu_consumercombined


Fabric Guide 

Background for all: 
FAIRY DUST DAYDREAM 

Fish: 
NEON FAIRY FLAKES LUNAR 

Eyes for all: 
FAIRY FLAKES INK 

Nose for all: 
TP SOLID TAFFY 

Borders: 
DISCO LUCY PRISM 

Cornerstones: 
CLUB KITTY ELECTROBERRY 

Binding: 
TINY STRIPES MOONGLOW 

Claws (Cat 2 & 7): 
FAIRY FLAKES PAPER 

Scratches (Cat 2 & 7): 
TINY STRIPES SPARK 

CAT 1:       CAT 2: 
Cat light: NEON POM LUNAR    Cat light: NEON POM KARMA 
Tummy (piece g): DISCO KITTY TECHNOMINT  Tummy (piece ee): EEK ELECTROBERRY 
Cat medium: TINY DOTS PEACHY    Cat medium: TINY DOTS PEACOCK 
Cat dark: TINY STRIPES SUNRISE    Cat dark: NEON STRIPES KARMA 

CAT 3:       CAT 4: 
Cat light: TINY DOTS COSMIC    Cat light: TINY STRIPES SPARK 
Cat medium: FUR BALL TECHNOMINT   Cat medium (+ tail piece s): DISCO STRIPES PRISM 
Cat dark: TINY STRIPES MISTY    Cat dark (-tail piece s): TINY DOTS PEACOCK 

CAT 5:       CAT 6: 
Cat light: TINY STRIPES SPARK    Cat light: TINY DOTS COSMIC 
Cat medium (+ tail piece s): DISCO LUCY PRISM  Cat medium: CAT EYES PRISM 
Cat dark (- tail piece s): TINY DOTS CANDY MISTY  Cat dark: TINY STRIPES MYSTIC 

CAT 7:        
Cat light: NEON POM COSMIC      
Tummy (piece ee): CAT SNACKS ELECTROBERRY    
Cat medium: TINY DOTS CANDY      
Cat dark: NEON STRIPES COSMIC      
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MAKING THE QUILT 

To make the quilt top, follow the “Large Quilt 55.5” x 62” instructions as found in the pattern.  

For the most efficient cutting, follow the cutting guide found on pages 4 & 5 to cut all the 
BACKGROUND, EYES, NOSE, SCRATCHES, CLAWS and FISH.  

For all other fabrics, follow the cutting guides for the individual blocks on pages 6, 11, 18 & 20. Be sure 
to refer back to the Tabby Road FABRIC GUIDE before cutting each block to ensure you are cutting the 
pieces from the correct fabrics.  
 
NOTE that cats 1, 2 & 7 have tummies cut from a print fabric from Tabby Road. You may choose to 
fussy cut these. These pieces are listed in the pattern as being cut from CAT LIGHT fabric. 

NOTE that cats 4 &5 have tails cut from the same fabric used for CAT MEDIUM instead of CAT 
DARK as in the pattern.  

Once the quilt top is complete, you may cut your pieces to form the borders.  

You must cut four pieces measuring 4.5” x 4.5” for the cornerstones. These are to be fussy cut from Club 
Kitty Electroberry fabric.  

Cut 4.5” strips from the yardage of Disco Lucy in Prism for the border pieces. You will need to piece 
these strips to make the required border lengths. You may choose to pattern-match these or not. The 
Disco Lucy print is busy enough that if they are not pattern-matched, it will not be too noticeable. You 
will need two completed borders that measure 4.5” x 55.5” for the two short sides of the quilt top and 
two completed borders that measure 4.5” x 62” for the two long sides of the quilt top.  

Stitch the two long border pieces to either side of the quilt top. Press. The extended quilt top should 
measure 70” x 55.5”. 

Stitch a cornerstone (cut from the Club Kitty fabric) to either end of the two short border pieces. Ensure 
the cats on the cornerstones are oriented in the same direction. Once the cornerstones are attached, 
these should measure 4.5” x 63.5” each.  

Complete the quilt top by stitching the extended short border pieces to the top and bottom edges of 
the extended quilt top. Pay attention to the orientation of the cornerstones so you don’t end up with 
upside-down cats. Press. The completed quilt top should measure 63.5” x 70”. 

You may know quilt and bind your quilt using your favourite methods!


